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KeyMacro is a visual macro
creation system that provides
a graphical user interface
(GUI) for the creation and
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editing of macros for Visual
Studio. The macros created
are in the form of text editor
scripts that can be used in F#
code. KEYMACRO Modules:
POWERMACRO Macro Plugin:
Provides all macros to create
macros for VSLab Activation
Code. Supports both 4.0 and
4.5. ToolbarMacro Plugin:
Provides a toolbar to build
macros for Visual Studio. This
allows you to easily build
macros for any given action
and can be used for inserting



macros into all actions in the
editor. Visual Studio Macros
Plugin: Provides a Visual
Studio specific set of macros.
Currently it is only used to
build the Macros needed for
PAPI macros. XMLMacro
Plugin: Provides macros for
generating XML for data and
XML settings. This can be
used in almost all F# projects.
VectorFieldDataMacro Plugin:
Provides macros for data
manipulation for vector fields.
Used to manipulate and create



x-dot data for calculating the
source of a vector field.
DataTransformationMacro
Plugin: Provides macros for
data transformation. Used to
create and manipulate data
prior to field plotting and
scientific analysis.
BoxGridPlotMacro Plugin:
Provides macros for plotting
image box plots using the
BoxGridPlot addin.
ScatterPlotMacro Plugin:
Provides macros for creating
scatter plots using the BoxPlot



addin.
DataTransformationMacro
Plugin: Provides macros for
data transformation. Used to
create and manipulate data
prior to field plotting and
scientific analysis.
DataViewerMacro Plugin:
Provides macros for viewing
data. Used to create an image
that can be used in a slide
show in VSLab.
DataFieldPlotMacro Plugin:
Provides macros for plotting
data fields. Used to create and



manipulate data in a plot for
scientific analysis.
DataConverterMacro Plugin:
Provides macros for data
conversion. Used to convert x-
dot data to an ASCII string for
use in a VSLab slide show.
DataFieldConverterMacro
Plugin: Provides macros for
data conversion. Used to
convert x-dot data to an ASCII
string for use in a VSLab slide
show.
CalculateStatisticsMacro
Plugin: Provides macros for



calculating statistics. Used to
create and manipulate data
prior to scientific analysis.
ChartViewMacro Plugin:
Provides macros for displaying
a chart in VSLab. This allows
you to quickly display data for
science or engineering.
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F# Interactive (launched in
Visual Studio 2005) is the
official Microsoft F#
implementation. It provides a
rich interactive environment.
It supports interactive
debugging, interactive editing,
syntax highlighting, and auto-
complete of identifiers and
code. It is integrated with the
Visual Studio development
environment and IDE. Support
for Interactive editing: The



Edit and Continue feature in
Visual Studio supports code
editing in a running.NET
application (C# and Visual
Basic). This feature allows a
developer to modify code in
memory while the application
is running. Interactive
debugging: In addition to edit
and continue, Visual Studio
also supports the Visual F#
Interactive (VF#i). VF#i
provides interactive
debugging. VF#i provides a
set of commands to query the



state of the debugged
application. VF#i can execute
F# code within the debugger
and interactively debug F#
code. Other features: When in
F# Interactive, developers can
use the F#-specific commands
such as print, printfn, and
printl, and similar constructs.
Other interactive features
include automated
documentation, a REPL,
options, and debugging. Our
Visual Studio Integration
projects: F# and other Tools



for Visual Studio F#: The
Visual Studio Integration
Project is a Visual Studio
project for integrating F# and
other tools in Visual Studio for
development with F#. F#
and.NET Development Tools
The F# and.NET Development
Tools project contains a
number of Visual Studio add-
ins and other tools for
developing with F# and.NET.
Other F# projects: Visual
Studio extensions for F#
Visual Studio add-ins for F#



Visual Studio Visualization
Toolkit for F# F# components
F# Data Visualization
Components Topics of
interest: Visualization GUI
Modeling Scientific
Computing Embedded
Systems Using F# with OLE
(Object Linking and
Embedding) Features of the
VSLab project: An interactive
top-level.NET application that
uses F# to perform
computations Use F#
interactive to develop



standalone applications and
addins Visual Studio
integration: Implement all of
the Visual Studio features as
addins, so that it can be used
like any other addin Provide
support for editing F# code in
a running.NET application
Provide support for debugging
F# code in a running.NET
application Ability to query F#
code An F# specific
interactive window that
provides an "F# REPL" The
ability
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What's New In VSLab?

A set of custom components
for Visual Studio providing an
interactive environment to F#
developers. Currently there
are 2 main set of components,
the J-Viewlets and the F-
Viewlets. The J-Viewlets
components are similar to the
ones of Matlab, they are for
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matrices, arrays, table, and
plots. The F-Viewlets
components are for scalars,
vectors, and matrices. All the
components are implemented
as class libraries that can be
reused in different projects.
Current status: VSLab is in
active development and is
used daily at MSR for MSR-
Labs. The VSLab addins and
project is publicly available on
CodePlex, GitHub and NuGet.
The VSLab project is a core
component of the F#



Platform. Version history *
Version 1.0 - July 2013 - Initial
release * Version 1.1 - July
2013 - Added VSLab –
Composable viewlets for
Visual Studio * Version 1.2 -
August 2013 - Added options
to change the default font
size, added support to remote
scripts, extended some code to
handle errors, added extended
tooltips Details In the VSLab
environment, you can create
custom F# code which can be
compiled and turned in a



standalone binary file. The
code is organized in modules
called viewlets, and can be
used anywhere inside Visual
Studio, in the same way you
can use or use custom
windows forms. The final code
can be either JScript or C#. J-
Viewlets are for matrices,
arrays, tables, and plots. F-
Viewlets are for scalars,
vectors, and matrices. License
MIT. Copyright (C) 2014 -
2015 Microsoft Research, Inc
Credits: * Visual Studio Lab



used Microsoft Research, Inc
to develop this product. *
Jimmy Bogard - VSLab * Mike
Grogono - Visual Studio Lab *
Ionide - Code editor
component used * Visual F# -
F# integration to Visual
Studio * FXCop - "Code Access
Security" rule violations
detection * SONAR, SCM and
CodeRush - Continuous
integration * The F# Platform
team at Microsoft - They
provide the overall plan,
inspire us and motivate us to



work



System Requirements:

Mac OS X (10.6.6 or later) 2
GB RAM 800 MB of space
DirectX 9 Compatible Video
Card. 24" monitor or larger in
resolution Gamecube
Controller Internet
Connection to play online
(online play requires a
broadband Internet
connection) How To Play:
From the main menu, click
"Encore+" Press
B,X,Y,Start,A,Z,Start,B to



switch your gamepad to the
corresponding direction.
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